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Abstract
Protein-protein interactions are critical for many biochemical processes and for cellular function.
Understanding interactions between proteins and ligands, as well as other proteins are necessary for the
modelling of biological systems.

Protein import into chloroplasts is one such system where the

understanding of interactions between members of the translocation complex is limited. The translocon
at the outer envelope membrane of chloroplasts (Toe complex) consists of three core components: Toc75,
Tocl59, and Toc34. Members of the Tocl59 and Toc34 gene families in Arabidopsis thaliana have been
shown to assemble differentially into structurally and functionally distinct complexes. More specifically,
there is evidence that complexes containing atTocl59 and atToc33 (the prefix "at" identifies the species
of origin, Arabidopsis thaliana) import photosynthetic proteins, whereas complexes containing
atTocl32/120 and atToc34 seem to preferentially import non-photosynthetic proteins. The interactions
between atTocl59 and atToc33 or atTocl32 and atToc34 are mediated by their GTPase domains. The
current research used recombinant GTPase domains to investigate the specifics of the interaction between
atTocl59G and atToc33G in more detail using molecular and biophysical approaches. Methods included
using blue-native PAGE, fluorescence spectroscopy and circular dichroism spectroscopy to characterize
the interaction between atTocl59G and atToc33G.

Objectives were to characterize the interaction

between atTocl59G and atToc33G as well as attempt to manipulate the monomendimer equilibrium for
individual proteins for the purpose of studying heterodimer formation. A secondary objective was to
generate single tryptophan mutants of atTocl59G (W973F and W1056F) to more precisely characterize
the interaction between proteins. Results indicate that only a small percentage of the total protein exists
as heterodimers, making quantification using fluorescence spectroscopy and circular dichroism
spectroscopy difficult. Nonetheless, it was demonstrated that heterodimer formation occurs between the
G-domains of atTocl59 and atToc33. The data also suggest that higher order oligomers may form, which
may be indicative of multiple interaction domains among proteins as previously suggested by
stoichiometric studies on isolated Toe complexes. The effects of chelating agents, such as EDTA and
ii

Chelex, produced significant structural changes which also inhibited homo-dimerization indicating the
specific need for GTP-nucleotide to maintain a functional conformation. Single tryptophan mutants of
atTocl59G also produced major structural changes to recombinant proteins highlighting the importance
of these residues for overall structure of the protein.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Plastids
The evolutionary lineage of cellular compartments known as plastids has given rise to a family of
organelles necessary for the proliferation of plant life. Plastids are responsible for performing a diverse
number of tasks in plant tissues including the storage of cellular materials, amino acid and lipid
production as well as other important processes such as photosynthesis (Wise and Hoober, 2007).
Proplastids, the progenitor organelle to all other plastid types, give rise to specific plastids such as
amyloplasts, which store starch; elaioplasts, which store fats; chromoplasts, which synthesize and store
pigments; statoliths, responsible for detecting gravity in roots; and chloroplasts, which are the green
pigmented photosynthetic organelle (Figure 1; Wise, 2006). Each plastid type is partly defined by the
protein complement located within the organelle, which maintains the ability to interconvert between
types depending on the proteins present (Roberts, 2007). This dynamic structure is directly linked to the
functional roles that the protein complement plays in the metabolic pathways characteristic of each plastid
type.
Plastids are thought to have originated from an endosymbiotic event between a eukaryotic-like
cell and a cyanobacterium around 1.2 to 1.5 billion years ago (Dyall et al., 2004). The incomplete
digestion of the cyanobacterium by the host cell resulted in the formation of an organelle surrounded by a
double membrane, which is characteristic of all plastids today. Despite this common double membrane
structure among plastids, the internal composition varies greatly. For example, chloroplasts maintain a
complex inner structure consisting of inner membranes further compartmentalizing the organelle. More
specifically, chloroplast structure is made up of an outer and inner membrane surrounding a stromal space
which contains the thylakoid membrane and a lumen space within (Figure 2). Amyloplasts, on the other
hand, contain less inner membranous structure, but are mostly filled with starch granules (Figure 1; Wise,
2006). Following the endosymbiotic event a reduction in genome size as a result of gene transfer from
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Figure 1. Different types of plastids. Proplastids are the progenitor for all other plastid types. Other
plastid types are shown with relationships between them in blue lines. Figure taken from Wikiversity
online cell biology image database.
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Figure 2. Structure of chloroplast. 3D model of chloroplast showing the outer and inner membrane as
well as the internal thylakoid membranes and stromal lamellae (Image taken with permission from
http:Wmicro.magnet.fsu.edu).
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the endosymbiont to the host nucleus occurred, such that 90-95% of all plastid proteins are now encoded
in the nucleus (Dyall et al., 2004; Martin et al., 1998). Experimentally, the incidence of gene transfer has
been shown to have occurred multiple times in over 300 angiosperms with respect to translation initiation
factor infA, which has been noted to be the most mobile chloroplast gene in plants (Millen et al., 2001).
It has also been argued that plastid development may be a result of convergent evolution and not
divergence as previously thought (for a review of both theories see Palmer, 2003; Stiller et al., 2003).
Overall, plastid development shows the adaptive nature of plants including the development of unique
organelles that have become an integral part of many diverse plant species.
1.2 Protein targeting
The evolutionary transition from free-living cyanobacterium to a semi-autonomous, integrated
organelle, such as the chloroplast, necessitated the evolution of a protein trafficking system to enable the
import of proteins needed for organelle biogenesis and maintenance from the cytosol. Since the specific
and efficient targeting and import of such compartment-destined proteins is required for life, it has
naturally become a noteworthy field of research.

Protein targeting has been well studied and

characterized in many cellular systems including the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), mitochondria, and
chloroplasts. Early research led to the development of the signal hypothesis, which now acts as the basis
for protein import mechanisms (Dobberstein and Blobel, 1975a/1975b). The signal hypothesis states that
targeting information is contained within the protein to be targeted and not in chaperones and translocons.
Investigating the signal recognition particle (SRP) pathway, Dobberstein and Blobel (1975 a/1975b)
showed that unique signals encoded within the mRNA, which are translated to the nascent chain of the
protein are recognized by the SRP and promote binding of the translating ribosome to the ER, thus
delivering nascent polypeptides with a signal sequence to the ER. It was also shown that the N-terminal
signal sequence was subsequently cleaved generating mature protein without the signal sequence. Such
signal sequences (also referred to as transit peptides, or presequences, depending on the translocation
pathway they are part of) are responsible for the targeting of proteins to specific locations within cells.
4

Transit peptides direct targeting of many proteins to their appropriate location but also promote
translocation and targeting by helping to maintain a translocation appropriate unfolded or partially folded
state of the protein (Bruce, 2000). In general, folded proteins do not have the capacity to pass through
mitochondrial and chloroplast translocation channels, as they are too large. It has been observed that the
pores formed by the mitochondrial channel protein Tom40 and chloroplast channel protein Toc75 are 20
A and 14 A in diameter, respectively, whereas proteins average from 20 - 60 A in diameter when folded
(Kunkele et al., 1998; Hinnah et al., 2002; Sundararaj et al., 2004). However, studies have shown that
Toc75 has the ability to translocate a 23 A folded fusion protein, prOE17-BPTI, revealing its dynamic
capacity (Clark and Theg, 1997). Preproteins are maintained in an unfolded or linear conformation,
presumably by the action of chaperones, making it possible for proteins to pass through the translocation
pores of chloroplasts and mitochondria (Bruce, 2000). Another role of some transit peptides is to interact
with chaperones increasing the rate of targeting. Outer envelope protein 64 (OEP64) has been shown to
interact with heat shock protein 90 (Hsp90), which is thought to be necessary for the targeting of transit
peptides to the chloroplast translocation complex in some cases (Qbadou et al., 2006). It has been
proposed that OEP64 recognises chaperone-associated preproteins and mediates the introduction of the
preprotein into the translocation machinery of the chloroplast (Qbadou et al., 2006). However, in vivo
data has shown that OEP64 is not essential for the import of proteins into chloroplasts in Arabidopsis
thaliana (Aronsson et al., 2007). Plants containing knockouts of all three OEP64 genes (III, V, and I)
showed no distinguishable differences from wild-type with respect to chlorophyll accumulation,
photosynthetic performance, organellar ultrastructure and chloroplast protein accumulation (Aronsson et
al., 2007). Therefore, the importance of OEP64 for chloroplast protein import remains in question.
Despite current controversies surrounding the series of events that promote protein targeting, transit
peptides are the foundation of sub- and extra-cellular compartmentalization of proteins.

Successful

targeting of proteins is only a part of the journey as recognition by the translocation machinery as well as
the translocation event itself are next in the import pathway.
5

1.3 Protein import into chloroplasts
Protein import is a complex and multistep process, which has been well studied in mitochondria
(for a review see Baker et al., 2007) and more recently in chloroplasts (for a review see Smith, 2006).
Both involve multi-protein interactions and specific energy requirements of adenosine triphospate (ATP)
for mitochondria and ATP and guanosine triphosphate (GTP) for chloroplasts (Mokranjac and Neupert,
2008; Smith, 2006). For the purposes of this thesis, focus will remain on the protein import machinery of
the chloroplast.

Most notably the site of photosynthesis, chloroplasts contain a genome that is

approximately 150 kilobases with approximately 87 protein encoding regions (Sato et al, 1999).
According to the endosymbiotic hypothesis, the small size of the chloroplast genome is a result of gene
transfer from the chloroplast to the nucleus (Dyall et al., 2004). This transfer necessitated the evolution of
specific import machinery for chloroplast destined proteins. The Tic and Toe complexes have been shown
to import both photosynthetic and non-photosynthetic proteins and make up the major import pathway for
chloroplasts (Smith, 2006).
Recent discoveries have revealed possible alternative import pathways for chloroplast-destined
proteins. One such pathway uses a currently uncharacterized protein translocation system. Import of
chloroplast inner envelope protein quinone oxidoreductase (ceQORH) has been shown to be imported
using a proteinaceous receptor, however, import is unaffected by competition with the Toe-Tic substrate
precursor of ferredoxin or Toe component antibody, revealing an alternative import mechanism other than
the Toe complex (Miras et al., 2007). Also, the import of Tic32 is not regulated by Tocl59, Toc34, or
Toc75-III and import is not deterred by treatment with thermolysin or treatment with CuCb or spermine,
which are known Toc75 inhibitors (Nada and Soil, 2005). Evidence for protein import into chloroplasts
via the secretory pathway has also been shown (Nanjo et al., 2006; Villarejo et al., 2005). Chloroplast
protein nucleotide pyrophosphatase/phosophodiesterase (NPP) has been shown to be localised to the
chloroplast using green fluorescent protein as well as being N-glycosylated using Endo-H digests. Since
6

glycosylation occurs solely in the ER, Endo-H digestion identifies proteins that have been glycosylated by
specifically cleaving asparagine-linked mannose-rich oligosaccharides. The amount of glycosylation can
also be quantified by subsequent protein analysis. Also, treatment with Brefeldin A (BFA), a metabolite
of fungus which inhibits protein transport from the ER to the Golgi, results in localisation of NPP to the
ER suggesting a vesicular transport of NPP from the ER to the chloroplasts (Nanjo et al., 2006).
Although the Tic/Toe import system may be the best characterised pathway for the import of proteins into
the chloroplasts it is clear that there are alternative pathways which act through both the secretory
pathway and other unknown proteinaceous import pathways.
In terms of the Tic/Toe complex, nuclear encoded chloroplast-destined proteins are translated in
the cytoplasm and contain an N-terminal transit peptide which targets them to the Toe complex. This
transit peptide is recognized by the Toe complex which promotes translocation in a unidirectional fashion.
In coordination with the Toe complex, the Tic complex completes translocation across the double
membrane and the transit peptide is cleaved by a stromal processing peptidase either revealing a
secondary transit peptide for targeting the protein within the chloroplast, or allowing for folding to occur,
thereby allowing the protein to become functional (Figure 3; Smith and Schnell, 2004; Smith, 2006).
1.4 Chloroplast translocation machinery
1.4.1 The Tic complex
A schematic diagram of the Tic/Toe complex as was originally characterised based on
biochemical approaches in Pisum sativum is shown in Figure 4. Each protein is named for its location
with either the Tic or Toe complex as well as its size in kilodaltons (kDa) (Schnell et al., 1997).
Translocation across the inner envelope membrane (IEM) is less well characterised than the outer
envelope membrane (OEM) but certain details have been established. The major components of the Tic

7

Figure 3. Tic Toe import pathway. Chloroplast destined proteins contain an N-terminal transit peptide
targeting them to the Toe complex which promotes translocation of the preprotein through to the stroma
via the Tic complex where stromal processing peptidases (SPP) cleaves the transit peptide to allow for
proper folding of the mature protein. Figure taken from Smith and Schnell, 2004.
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Figure 4. Schematic diagram of the Tic and Toe complexes. Figure taken from Smith, 2006.
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complex are TicllO, Tic40, Tic20, and Tic22, with associated proteins Tic62, Tic32, and Tic55 (Figure
4). The inner pore complex which forms the translocation channel has been hypothesised to be formed by
a variety of proteins and remains a controversial topic in the literature. Evidence has been presented
showing that TicllO forms a (3-barrel pore channel approximately 15 A wide when reconstituted into
liposomes (Heins et al., 2002). However this data has been disputed; evidence has been presented that
supports a soluble a-helical C-terminus of TicllO, which was in agreement with findings on this protein
from prior to 2002 (Inaba et al., 2003, and references therein). Data showing that Ticl 10 is necessary for
plant development reveals the critical role of TicllO in the import pathway (Kovacheva et al., 2005);
however, evidence for the role of Tic20 in channel formation also exists. Tic20 has been shown to
contain four transmembrane a-helices when originally characterised in pea and is critical for plant
development (Kouranov et al., 1998). Using antisense lines in Arabidopsis, Tic20-deficient plants were
pale-yellow and showed reduced translocation at the inner envelope membrane (Chen et al., 2002).
Similar to Tic20 topology, and most recently discovered, Tic21 has been shown to be critical for import,
and Arabidopsis thaliana Tic21 null mutants accumulate preproteins outside the chloroplast (Teng et al.,
2006). Other studies have challenged the idea that Tic21 is involved in protein translocation and suggest
that it may act as an iron transporter and help regulate cellular metal homeostasis (Duy et al., 2007).
Recent evidence has been presented that supports the role of Tic20 and Tic21 as likely components of the
inner membrane channel (Kikuchi et al., 2009). It is clear that much more work needs to be done in order
to adequately model the translocation of proteins through the inner envelope membrane.
Associating proteins like Tic40, Tic62, Tic55, and Tic32 are not necessary for plant development;
however, they are thought to assist in the efficiency and regulation of translocation at the IEM. Tic40 is a
protein consisting of a single transmembrane domain at the N-terminus and a soluble C-terminus that
extends into the stroma (Chou et al., 2003). It has been shown to cross-link to Ticl 10 and also contains a
tetratricopeptide repeat (TPR) domain; such domains are often involved in protein-protein interactions
(Stahl et al., 1999). Tic40 acts as a co-chaperone with Hsp93 to hydrolyse ATP and this is thought to
10

promote translocation in an ATP-dependent manner (Chou et al., 2003; Chou et al., 2006), thereby
potentially explaining the ATP requirement for chloroplast protein import. Tic62, Tic55, and Tic32 are
redox proteins that have been found to associate with the Tic complex in some instances (Caliebe et al.,
1997; Hormann et al., 2004; Stengel et al., 2008). Motifs characteristic of NAD(P)H dehydrogenases can
be found at the N-terminus of Tic62 while the C-terminus has been shown to interact with ferredoxinNAD(P)+ oxidoreductase indicating its potential role in regulating translocation by sensing redox state
(Kiichler et al., 2002). Tic55 is thought to bind iron by a Rieske-type iron-sulphur centre characteristic of
electron transfer, thereby contributing to the regulation of the Tic complex based on the redox state
(Caliebe et al., 1997). Tic32 is a calmodulin-binding protein suggesting a significant role for calcium in
the regulation of protein import (Chigri et al., 2006). It is noteworthy, however, that none of Tic62, Tic55
or Tic32 have been shown to play a direct role in import; therefore, whether they are bona fide "Tic"
proteins remains somewhat in question.
1.4.2 The Toe complex
Figure 3 shows the three major components of the Toe complex (Tocl59, Toc34, and Toc75).
Toc75 is the channel protein and Toc34 and Tocl59 are GTPases that act as preprotein receptors which
also facilitate translocation (Smith, 2006). Recent studies using Blue Native polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis (BN-PAGE) have been used to support a stoichiometry of 1:3:3 for Tocl59:Toc75:Toc34,
however, other studies have suggested stoichiometries of 1:5:4 and 1:5:2 using other experimental
techniques (Kikuchi et al., 2006, Schleiff et al., 2003; & Vojta et al., 2004). Therefore, the structural
specifics of the Toe complex remain unclear. However, the common thread does indicate a single Tocl59
protein acting in concert with multiple Toc75 channels and multiple Toc33 receptors, revealing the
dynamic nature of Tocl59 during the translocation process.
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Toc75

Structurally, Toc75 is a (3-barrel protein consisting of 18 amphiphilic P-strands which creates a
pore approximately 14 A in diameter (Schleiff et al., 2003; Hinnah et al., 2002). Homologues of Toc75
have been identified in gram negative cyanobacterium Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 showing similar
structure (Reumann et al., 2005). The Toc75 channel is related to an ancient outer envelope membrane
protein family found in gram negative bacteria, outer membrane protein 85 (OMP85; Reumann et al.,
2005). As gene transfer occurred post-endosymbiosis, topical inversion of the OMP85 export channel
may have resulted in the Toc75 import channel seen today (Reumann et al., 2005). Three potential
mechanisms for the gating of Toc75 have also been hypothesised (Li et al., 2007). Li et al. (2007)
hypothesise that Toc75 may be tightly linked to the inner membrane translocation channel in an open
constitutive open state which is then gated by Toc34 and Toe 159 depending on conformational changes
of the protein resulting in changes to the dimer formation or potentially the hinge region between Gdomains and the membrane anchor. The second gating mechanism proposes that localized membrane
potential may allow Toc75 to be voltage-gated. Studies have shown that Toc75 closes when membrane
potentials of ±75 mV occur (Hinnah et al., 2002). An unknown mechanism may be responsible for the
change in membrane potential allowing Toc75 to open and close as needed.

The third mechanism

proposes that Toc75 remains in an open state all the time and is not shielded by Toc34 or Tocl59. The
inner membrane channel of the Tic complex would then be the primary gate and may be stimulated by the
introduction of transit peptides into the intermembrane space or by some other translocon component (Li
et al., 2007).
Toc34
Toc34 is a GTPase receptor, which contains a single transmembrane domain anchoring the
protein to the chloroplast outer membrane while the remainder of the protein occurs in the cytosol
(Kessler et al., 1994). This cytosolic domain contains the GTP binding site as well as a putative protein12

protein interaction site (Tsai et al., 1999; Koenig et al., 2008). The insertion of Toc34 into the outer
chloroplast membrane is mediated by both a proteinaceous and an ATP-dependent component (Tsai et al.,
1999). GTP requirements for insertion of Toc34 have also been investigated and show that GTP is only
necessary for maintaining a membrane insertion efficient folded state of full-length protein (Chen and
Schnell, 1997; Tsai et al., 1999). Toc34 also contains a targeting sequence necessary for insertion which
has been shown to allow for the translocation of a 26 kDa recombinant protein containing the targeting
sequence across the outer membrane (Li and Chen, 1997). It has also been shown that this targeting
sequence is located partially within the transmembrane domain as well as the GTP binding domain (Chen
and Schnell, 1997).
Tocl59
Toe 159 is anchored to the chloroplast outer envelope membrane, but interestingly, no
transmembrane domains are predicted within its amino acid sequence (Kessler et al., 1994); how it is
anchored in the membrane, therefore, is unknown. The remainder of the protein contains both an acidic
domain shown to be intrinsically unstructured (Richardson, 2008) and a GTPase domain (Bauer et al,
2000). The insertion of atTocl59 into the outer membrane of chloroplasts has also been shown to be
mediated by its G-domain and to require GTP (Smith et al., 2002). Tocl59 has been shown to interact
directly with Toc34 proteins in both pea and Arabidopsis thaliana, which promotes its insertion into the
outer membrane (Hiltbrunner et al., 2001; Wallas et al., 2003). Tocl59 and its occurrence in the Toe
complex as indicated by its direct interaction with Toc34 reveals its important role in the translocation of
proteins across the outer envelope membrane of the chloroplast.
Currently two major hypotheses, the 'targeting' hypothesis and the 'motor' hypothesis, have been
developed to explain the mechanism of preprotein targeting to the Toe complex.

The 'targeting'

hypothesis proposes that Toe 159 serves as the primary preprotein receptor and GTP-bound Toe 159 and
Toc34 act co-operatively to regulate translocation (reviewed in Kessler & Schnell, 2006). Hydrolysis of
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GTP to GDP is activated by preprotein binding and confers a conformational change in the Toe
components promoting insertion of the preprotein into the translocation channel. Once translocation has
been started, unidirectional import is maintained by an ATP-dependent cycle between the preprotein and
intermembrane space Hsp70 (Kessler & Schnell, 2006).

The alternative hypothesis, the 'motor'

hypothesis, proposes that Toc34 bound with GTP is the primary preprotein receptor and binds a
phosphorylated form of the preprotein transit peptide (Becker et al., 2004). Binding of the preprotein to
Toc34 induces GTP hydrolysis and the preprotein is transferred to Tocl59-GTP. Dephosphorylation of
the preprotein occurs and a GTP-GDP cycling of Toe 159 acts to propel the protein through the
translocation channel (reviewed in Kessler & Schnell, 2006). Two other translocation models have been
proposed that consider more recent data. The occurrence of homodimeric structures for both Tocl59 and
Toc34 in pea has been used to generate a model which depicts the use of homodimers for protein
translocation (Li et al., 2007). The model hypothesizes that GDP-bound Toe 159 occurs as a homodimer
and is capable of binding precursors. Precursor binding induces the exchange of GDP to GTP which in
turn induces the GDP to GTP exchange of Toc34-GDP homodimer. This exchange may be a result of
Tocl59-Toc34 or even Tocl59-Toc75-Toc34 interactions. Tocl59-GTP then interacts with Toc34-GTP
which induces GTP hydrolysis and this energy is used to promote translocation to the trans side of Toc75
(Li et al., 2007). Most recently, another model, which acts to reconcile the 'motor' and 'targeting'
hypotheses has been proposed (Agne and Kessler, 2009). This consensus model proposes that chaperones
such as Hsp70/14-3-3 and Hsp90 guide preproteins to Toc34 and Tocl59, which are located in the Toe
complex. GTP-bound Toc34 and Tocl59 act cooperatively as a gating mechanism, which promotes the
insertion of the preprotein into the Toc75 channel upon GTP hydrolysis. Subsequently, transmembrane
space Hsp70 may contribute to translocation across the outer membrane. Recently discovered Toe 12 may
then recruit Hsp70 from within the intermembrane space via its J-motif to also promote translocation.
Toc34 and Tocl59 would then reset themselves to their GTP loaded states in preparation of further
translocation cycles (Agne et al., 2009; Agne and Kessler, 2009).
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1.5 The Toe GTPases in Arabidopsis thaliana
In Arabidopsis thaliana, multiple homologues have been identified for Toe 159 and Toc34. The
Tocl59 gene family is made up of four homologues (atTocl59, atTocl32, afTocl20, and atToc90) and
the Toc34 gene family is made up of two (atToc34 and atToc33) (Jarvis et al., 1998; Bauer et al, 2000).
Figure 5 is a schematic diagram of the Tocl59 and Toc34 gene families in Arabidopsis thaliana. This
diagram shows the tripartite structure of the Tocl59 gene family. Each protein in this family contains an
N-terminal acidic (A) domain, a C-terminal membrane (M) bound domain and an internal GTPase (G)
domain (Bauer et al., 2000). AtToc33 and atToc34 both contain C-terminal a-helical membrane anchors
but are mostly dedicated GTPases.
Recent studies have provided evidence to suggest that structurally and functionally distinct Toe
complexes exist (Ivanova, et al., 2004; Kubis et al., 2004). Ivanova et al. (2004) showed that Toe
complexes containing atTocl59 also contain atToc33 and ones containing atTocl32/atTocl20 contain
atToc34. AtTocl59 containing complexes have also been shown to be responsible for the import of
photosynthetic proteins, whereas atTocl32/atTocl20 containing complexes import non-photosynthetic
proteins (Ivanova et al., 2004; Smith et al., 2004; Lee et al., 2009). Research has also shown that both
homotypic and heterotypic dimers form in vitro (Hiltbrunner et al., 2001; Sun et al. 2002; Ivanova et al.,
2004; Yeh et al., 2007). These dimers occur via the G-domains of both Tocl59 and Toc34 gene families
suggesting that distinct Toe complexes may be formed through interaction between these domains
(Ivanova et al., 2004).

Despite the evidence to suggest the formation of different complexes,

confirmation of such phenomenon using biophysical techniques to assess protein-protein interactions
between these proteins has not been attempted.
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Figure 5. Schematic diagram of Tocl59 and Toc34 families of proteins from Arabidopsis thaliana.
Tocl59 family of proteins show a tripartite structure with acidic (A), GTP binding (G) and membrane
bound (M) domains. Sequence identity for Toe 159 proteins is given above the A and GM domains
(Ivanova et al., 2004).

Toc34 family of proteins shows the GTP binding domain and small

transmembrane domain.
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The crystallization of Pisum sativum TOC34QDP revealed a dimeric structure thought to involve an
arginine finger supplied by the Toc34's dimeric partner (Sun et al., 2002). However, more recent
evidence has been presented to show that mutations in this arginine finger do not inhibit GTP hydrolysis
using in vitro GTP hydrolysis assays, suggesting that the arginine finger may only contribute to the
formation of homodimers (Weibel et al., 2003; Agne and Kessler, 2009; Lee et al., 2009). Recent crystal
structures for PSTOC34GMPPNP, atToc33oDP, and atToc33oMPPNP (PDB 3BB1, 3BB3, 3BB4, respectively)
have been solved and hypotheses proposing switch I catalytic activity for GTP hydrolysis are discussed
(Koenig et al., 2008). Regardless of mechanism, the importance of protein-protein interactions between
members of the Toc34 gene family has been firmly established (Koenig et al., 2008; Lee et al., 2009).
Theories involving possible homodimerization followed by subsequent heterodimer formation between
members of the Toc34 and Tocl59 gene families have been proposed, but the significance of such
interactions have yet to be validated. Possible transit peptide binding sites in psToc34 have also been
identified by Koenig et al. (2008). A 63 A3 cavity located between helix al, helix aO, and the central |3
sheet crystallized with a molecule of polyethylene glycol (PEG) in it in some cases. This artifact of the
crystallization process is thought to be an indication of possible substrate binding or protein-protein
interaction site (Koenig et al., 2008). Studies focussed on elucidating the importance of this cavity would
be of great benefit to our understanding of protein import into chloroplasts.
Observations of heterodimeric interactions between the G-domains of Toe 159 and Toc34 proteins
have recently been made. Both yeast two-hybrid and split ubiquitin systems have been used in vitro and
in vivo to show the interaction between atTocl59G and atToc33G (Rahim et al., 2008). Interestingly,
detection of homodimers was not possible using the yeast two-hybrid system which suggests that the
heterodimerization between Tocl59 and Toc34 proteins is important. Importantly, the observation of
heterodimerization in vivo confirms many previous models regarding the importance of Tocl59-Toc34
interactions for successful protein translocation (Rahim et al., 2008). The development of the plant cell-
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based split ubiquitin system for studying protein-protein interaction has been shown to have great utility
and future studies should focus on its further development.
1.6 Biophysical approaches to studying protein-protein interactions
1.6.1 Fluorescence spectroscopy
The development of techniques using fluorescent properties of both naturally occurring
fluorescent molecules as well as developed fluorophores has widespread use in research today. The
relatively low sample concentrations that are used, high sensitivity and dynamic range of fluorescent
biomolecules have made the technique of fluorescence spectroscopy useful and efficient (Szabo, 2000).
Specifically, techniques such as steady-state fluorescence spectroscopy, fluorescence resonance energy
transfer (FRET) and bi-molecular fluorescence complementation (BiFC) have been developed that can
provide valuable information about proteins and their surrounding environment (Sharma and Kalonia,
2003; Piston and Kremers, 2007; Sung and Huh, 2007). The use of extrinsic fluorophores, such as
fluorescein, for the study of biomolecules can often be advantageous as it allows for increased signal
detection sensitivity.

However, such probes are introduced randomly, and their size and chemical

properties can often affect the structure of the biomolecule being studied (Ross et al., 1997). More
sophisticated methods have been used to introduce fluorophores and include the development of complex
tRNA substitutes for specific codons as well as the creation of coding sequences which introduce such
fluorophores into specific sites (Twine and Szabo, 2003). One such example is 5-hydroxytryptophan,
which enables specific detection of proteins (Twine and Szabo, 2003). Alternatively, naturally occurring
or intrinsic biomolecules, such as tryptophan, can be used to gather similar information without the high
cost and extraneous sample preparation.
Briefly, and in general, fluorescence spectrometers utilize as a light source ultra-violet and visible
light (UV; X = 200nm - 800nm), which is passed through a solution containing known samples;
fluorescence that is emitted from the sample can be detected and measured (Lakowicz, 2006). For all
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fluorescent molecules, light is absorbed by the solution producing excited electron states. This excitation
causes the electrons to establish excited transitional states (Fig. 6, absorption (a) and (b)). Figure 6 shows
two possible excited states, Si and S2, during absorption events (a) and (b), respectively. Within these
transitional states exists a series of vibrational levels, which correspond to different electron energy levels
within the same state (Parker, 1968). Often internal conversion can be observed as molecules shift from
low vibrational levels of a higher energy state to higher vibrational levels of a lower energy state, aiding
in the process of re-stabilization. The energy released during this time can be accounted for by a number
of pathways.

These pathways include Stokes' shift, non-radiative decay, intersystem crossing, and

radiative or fluorescent decay (Parker, 1968). As shown in Figure 6, fluorescence (c) is emitted during
the relaxation of molecules from an excited state back down to the ground state.
1.6.2 Fluorescence spectroscopy and proteins
In more complex systems, like that of proteins, fluorescence spectroscopy has been used in
structure-function studies. Intrinsic fluorescence of proteins is often an effective way of studying protein
structure and environment and is made possible by the aromatic amino acids tyrosine and tryptophan,
which absorb light in the UV spectral range. Emission spectra typical of all the aromatic amino acid is
shown in figure 7. More specifically, tryptophan fluorescence has been used extensively in studies
partially due to its significant extinction coefficient, 8280 = 5579 cm"1 (Szabo, 2000). Tryptophan is also
extremely sensitive to its microenvironment making it a suitable candidate for detecting small changes to
protein structure (Lakowicz, 2006). Early experimental work showed that tryptophan environments
within proteins can be estimated based on the emitted fluorescence maximum and spectral band width and
could predict the fraction of fluorescence that is quenched by ionic quenchers, quantum yields, and
fluorescence lifetimes (Burstein et al., 1973). Since then, characteristic fluorescence emission spectra for
tryptophan residues within a protein's 3D structure have been developed based on protein conformation
and relative tryptophan position (Figure 8; Lakowicz, 2006).
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Figure 6. Transition states showing absorption and fluorescence. Two absorption scenarios (a) and (b)
are shown both resulting in fluorescence emission (c). The vibrational levels of both the ground state (So)
and excited states (Si and S2) are shown. Arrows indicate the change in electronic configuration where
energy is on the y-axis. Modified from Parker, 1968.
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Figure 7. Typical fluorescence absorption and emission spectra for aromatic amino acids. Absorption
(A) and emission spectra (E) for phenylalanine, tyrosine, and tryptophan at pH 7.0. Figure taken from
Lakowicz, 2006.
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Currently, no reports of structural or functional research on Toe complex proteins have been done using
fluorescence spectroscopy.
1.6.3 Circular dichroism spectroscopy
Circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy is a technique which measures the differential absorption
of left and right circularly polarised light as it passes through chiral molecules (Kelly and Price, 2000).
Briefly, plane-polarised radiation is passed through a modulator generally consisting of a piezoelectric
quartz crystal tightly bound to an isotropic material (e.g. quartz). Alternating electric fields are applied to
the crystal which causes structural changes to the crystal causing the quartz to transmit circularly
polarised light at the extremes of the electric field (Kelly and Price, 2000). This polarised light is then
passed through chiral molecules across a range of wavelengths and the resulting absorption of the left and
right polarised light is recorded. As samples absorb the left and right circularly polarised light differently
the resultant radiation is elliptically polarised (Kelly and Price, 2000). CD spectrometers, generally,
detect the left and right light components separately and displays them either as the difference in
absorbance (A) of the two components or as the ellipticity in degrees (0), where 6 = 32.98 * AA (Kelly
and Price, 2000). The resulting output is ellipticity plotted as a function of wavelength (A,). In the case of
proteins it is the peptide bond which absorbs the light in the far UV range (240nm to 190nm). Since the
molar concentration of these bonds is important for subsequent analysis, the output is converted to molar
ellipticity. Molar ellipticity, or mean residue ellipticity, is calculated as a function of the difference in
molar absorbance (Kelly and Price, 2000). Figure 9 shows the typical far-UV spectra for a-helix, P-sheet,
type I |3 -turn, and random coil protein samples plotted as a function of molar ellipticity and wavelength.
After data collection the next important step is the interpretation of the protein secondary structure.
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Figure 8. Effect of tryptophan environment on emission spectra. Emission spectra 1-4 are apoazurin Pfl,
ribonuclease Ti, staphylococcal nuclease, and glucagon, respectively. Models of each protein are shown
indicating the tryptophan locations in red and the schematic diagram to the right represents locations of
tryptophan residues relative to the rest of the protein. Figure taken from Lakowicz, 2006.
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Proteins are rarely composed of a single secondary structure type and thus adequate interpretation
of proteins requires post data analysis. Interpretation of protein structure, which is made up of multiple
types of secondary structure, utilize complex curve fitting approaches involving sets of spectra of
structurally well characterised proteins (Sreerama and Woody, 2000).

The CONTIN procedure,

developed by Provencher and Glockner (1981), was one of the first methods for estimating secondary
structure

composition.

Today,

web-based

applications

such

as

Dichroweb

(http://dichroweb.cryst.bbk.ac.uk) use multiple methods containing well characterised proteins to
automate secondary structure prediction.
To date, structural data has been collected for a number of the Toe components. AtToc75 has
been shown to contain -70% P-sheet with only 12% a-helix when reconstituted into liposomes (Hinnah et
al., 1997). Subsequent analysis of Toc75 was performed by calculating the hydropathy index using a
pattern database of known 3-D structures with mainly p-sheet revealing 16 membrane spanning domains
(Hinnah et al., 1997). Recombinant Toc34 on the other hand has been shown to contain 34% a-helical
structure and 26% P-sheets/p-turns based on far-UV CD spectroscopic data (Schleiff et al., 2002). Crystal
structures of pea Toc34 show similar results acquired from CD data revealing 36% a-helical content and
18% P-sheet (Koenig et al., 2008). Most recently, the acidic domain of atTocl59 and atTocl32 have been
shown to be 63% and 73% random coil, respectively (Richardson, 2008). It has been proposed that such
an unstructured portion of the Tocl59 proteins in Arabidopsis thaliana may contribute to the proteins'
ability to recognize a large number of transit peptides with highly variable sequences.

Further

investigations into structural characteristics of Toe proteins are necessary in order to continue to develop
our understanding of the translocation process into chloroplasts.
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1.7 Objectives and hypotheses
The overall objective for the current research is to investigate the interaction between Tocl59 and
Toc34 gene families in Arabidopsis thaliana using biophysical techniques. Research has shown that the
interaction between these families of proteins is complex and difficult to study, however, has not been
attempted using techniques such as fluorescence spectroscopy (FL) and circular dichroism spectroscopy
(CD). An ultimate goal is to determine the binding affinities between members of the Toe 159 and Toc34
protein families for the purpose of understanding how structurally distinct Toe complexes are formed. As
an initial step toward this goal, aims of the current project are to elucidate physical properties of
atTocl59G and atToc33G that might be important for future studies of their interactions.

Specific

objectives are described below.
1.7.1 Observe interaction events between atTocl59G and atToc33G using biophysical techniques
The first objective is to establish that an interaction between atTocl59G and atToc33G could be
observed using biophysical (CD, FL,) and molecular biology techniques such as blue native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (BN-PAGE). Although the interaction between atTocl59G and atToc33G
has been observed using techniques such as pull-down assays and in a yeast two-hybrid system (Rahim et
al., 2009) the interaction between these proteins had not yet been studied using biophysical techniques.
Such biophysical techniques can identify characteristics of atTocl59G/33G interactions, which can be
quantified and potentially reveal structural changes as observed by changes to emission spectra given
different experimental conditions. BN-PAGE provides a means to estimate the proportion of heterodimer
formation. It has been observed that the formation of homodimers and heterodimers occurs, however, the
proportions of homodimenheterodimer have never been recorded (Sun et al., 2000; Koenig et al., 2008;
Ivanova et al., 2004).

Also, the creation of 3D models for atTocl59G using alignment modelling

software can reveal information about the tryptophan microenvironments critical for fluorescence
emission spectra interpretation. It is hypothesised that the interaction between atTocl59G and atToc33G
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can be shown using FL and CD and confirmed using BN-PAGE. 3D models of atTocl59G will also be
generated from alignment models with atToc33G enabling us to predict the tertiary structure of
atTocl59G due to the moderate sequence identity between the two proteins (-36%; Weibel et al., 2003).
Objectives investigating the interaction between atTocl59G and atToc33G also included the
development of single tryptophan mutants. Creating mutant proteins can often give information about the
effects that such mutations have on protein structure and function. Since intrinsic fluorescence is also
used in the current research, eliminating a tryptophan residue from the proteins may also increase the
sensitivity of the fluorescence assay.

It is hoped that the single tryptophan mutants will generate

important structural information about each tryptophan residue for both structure and function of
atTocl59G.
1.7.2 Manipulation of the monomer/dimer relationship between atTocl59G and atToc33G
The second objective was to manipulate the monomer/dimer ratio of each individual protein in an
attempt to promote heterodimer formation and to establish the structural requirements of nucleotide and
Mg2+ cofactor. This objective utilizes CD, FL, and BN-PAGE for analysis while introducing chelating
agents in order to remove nucleotide from the proteins and promote monomer formation.

Chelating

agents remove Mg2+ cofactors from proteins, presumably causing the subsequent removal of nucleotide in
the case of GTPases. Since GTP has been shown to be required for heterodimer formation, the removal
of nucleotide and subsequent reintroduction of nucleotide in the presence of cofactor is predicted to prove
useful for promoting the formation of heterodimers between atTocl59G and atToc33G (Hiltbrunner et al.,
2001). It is hypothesised that treatment with chelating agents will promote the formation of monomers
for both atTocl59G and atToc33G. Also, the introduction of GTP and Mg2+ ion in a controlled manner
would promote the formation of heterodimers allowing for increased sensitivity for heterodimers
detectable using both FL and CD.
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2. Methods
2.1

Construction of wild-type and mutant atTocl59G and atToc33G constructs

2.1.1 Wild-type atToc33G and atTocl59G constructs
Both atTocl59G (At4g02510) and atToc33G (Atlg02280) constructs were described previously
(pET21d:atTocl59GHls & pET21d:atToc33GHis) (Smith et al., 2002; Weibel et al., 2003).

Coding

sequences for each protein correspond as follows; atTocl59G corresponds to basepairs 2180-3276 and
atToc33G to basepairs 1-786 (Ivanova et al., 2004; Koenig et al., 2008). Each protein coding sequence
was cloned into pET21-d, which generated an in-frame C-terminal hexa-histidine tag and introduced into
E. coli strain BL21(DE3) to facilitate production of the corresponding recombinant proteins.
2.1.2

Mutant atTocl59G W973F and W1056F mutant constructs

AtTocl59G single tryptophan mutants were constructed using an overlap-extension PCR-based
method as previously described (Smith et al., 2002). Amino acids 727 - 1092 encode the G-domain,
which contains two tryptophan residues located at amino acid residues 973 and 1056 (Figure 10; Ivanova
et al., 2004). The two final constructs created were pET21d:atTocl59G W973F and pET21d:atTocl59G
W1056F using the following method. For atTocl59G W973F, the first round of PCR (95°C for 5 min,
94°C for 30 sec, 46°C for 30 sec, 72°C for 45 sec, repeated 39x; 72°C for 5 min, then held at 4°C until
stopped) was done using pET21d:atTocl59GHiS as the template as well as primer set #1 (appendix 1) and
incorporated a 5' Ncol restriction site including a start codon and a codon for one additional alanine
residue in order to maintain the reading frame, and the W973F mutation at the 3' end. The second round
of PCR (all rounds of PCR used the same conditions as given above), using primer set #2 (appendix 1)
and pET21d:atTocl59GHis as template, incorporated a 3' Xhol restriction site and the W973F mutation at
the 5' end. The final PCR used the PCR products from both the first and second rounds of PCR as
template
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725
772
820
867
917
963
1011
1057

-TITSQDGTKLFSMDRPAGLSSSLRPLKPAAAPRANRSNIFSNSNVTMAra;
TEItTLSEEEKQKLEKLQSLRVKFI^LI^RI^HSAEDSIAAQVLYRLAJLLAG
RQAGQLFSLDAAKKKAVESEAEGNEELIFSLNILVLGKAGVGKSATINSIL
CT«IASIl»ET3I^TTSVREISG!rWGVKITFIDTPGIJ(SAAMI^STIDVKML
SSVKKVMKKCPPDIVLYVDRLDTQTRDUTOLPLIATITASLGTSIilKNaiV
TLTHAflSAPPDGPSGTPLSYDVFYAQCSHIVQQSIQQAVGDLRLMNPSLMI
PVSLVEIfflPIXaaanUEGVKVLPlfGQTSIRSQLIAW^fSLKVLSElNSLLRPQ
EPLDHRKVFGFRVR_

Figure 10. Amino acid sequence of atTocl59G. The amino acid sequence for atTocl59 GTP-binding
domain (AA 727-1092). Tryptophan (W) locations are shown in red.
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and primer set #3, creating the full length coding sequence for atTocl59G including the W973F mutation
as well as the restriction sites identified above. For atTOC159G W1056F, a similar method was used to
generate full-length coding sequence where the first and second rounds of PCR used primer set #4 and
primer set #5, respectively (appendix 1). Full length PCR products for both the atTocl59G W973F and
atTocl59G W1056F mutants were then cloned into pCR4BluntTOPO according to the manufacturer's
instructions (Invitrogen). Each construct was then digested with the appropriate enzymes and ligated into
the Ncol and Xhol

restriction sites of pET21d generating pET21d:atTocl59G

pET21d:atTocl59G W1056F with hexa-histidine tags on their C-termini.

W973F and

The new construct were

transformed into E. coli DH5a and E. coli BL21 (DE3), and transformants were screened by restriction
digests of isolated plasmids.
2.2

Expression and purification of recombinant wild-type atToc33GHiS and wild-type and mutant

atTocl59GHiS proteins
2.2.1 Wild-type atTocl59GHis and atToc33GHis
Proteins were expressed in E. coli BL21(DE3) strains using the pET expression system (Novagen).
Simply, 1 L LB broth containing 50 (ig/mL ampicillin was inoculated with 4 mL of overnight culture.
Cultures were grown at 37°C, shaking at 240 RPM until OD6oo of 0.6 - 0.8 was reached.

Protein

expression was induced with 1 mM IPTG and incubated for 3 h at 37°C, shaking at 240 RPM. Cultures
were then chilled on ice for 10 min before centrifugation at 6,000 g for 15 min (JLA. 10.500, Beckman
Coulter).

The supernatant was discarded and the bacterial pellet was stored at -20°C until being

processed further. Cell pellets were thawed on ice and resuspended in 50 mL of binding buffer (BB) (20
mM

Tris-HCl,

pH

7.9,

300

mM

NaCl,

5

mM

MgCl2,

10

mM

imidazole,

1 mM

Tris(hydroxypropyl)phosphine (THP)). Cells were lysed using a French press (Travenol Instrument
Company) at a pressure of 11,000 psi with a flow rate of approximately 60 drops per minute. The
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bacterial cell lysate was centrifuged at 75,600 g for 15 min to pellet insoluble material (JA.30.50,
Beckman Coulter), and yield the total soluble extract in the supernatant.
Recombinant proteins were purified using immobilized metal affinity chromatography (IMAC).
Briefly, a 2 raL column of Ni2+ -charged NTA resin (Novagen) was washed with 10 column volumes of
sterile milli-Q water, then with 10 column volumes of BB to equilibrate the column. The total soluble
extract was applied to the column twice and the flow-through was collected. An initial wash of 10
column volumes of BB was applied to the column. A second wash was applied using 6 column volumes
of wash buffer (WB) (20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.9, 300 mM NaCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 40 mM imidazole, 1 mM
THP) to further remove any unbound or non-specifically bound protein. A final wash using 10 column
volumes of sodium phosphate buffer (NaP) (50 mM NaPC>4, 5 mM MgCl2, 1 mM THP) was applied to
continue to remove any unbound or non-specifically bound proteins as well as perform a buffer exchange.
Proteins were then eluted using elution buffer (EB) (50 mM NaP0 4 , 5 mM MgCl2, 1 mM THP, 250 mM
imidazole) in six fractions of 1 mL into glass vials. Glycerol was added to a final concentration of 10%,
and eluted proteins were stored at -80°C until analysed. Elution fractions were analyzed by resolving
proteins using SDS-PAGE (4% stacking and 12% resolving) under constant current (15 mA during the
stacking and 25 mA during the resolving) (Boyer, 2006). Gels were stained with Coomassie brilliant blue
R-250 and destained using 10% acetic acid, 45% methanol, 45% water.
After analysis by SDS-PAGE, elutions containing significant concentrations of protein were dialyzed
into CD buffer (50 mM NaP0 4 , 5 mM MgCl2, 1 mM DTT). Dialysis was done to remove fluorescent
contaminants such as imidazole and THP. Three mL of protein was placed into a D-tube dialyzer MAXI
(Novagen) and incubated in 400 mL of CD buffer for 3 h at 4°C. Protein was removed from the dialyzer
and placed in clean glass vials and were either kept at 4°C for immediate analysis or returned to -80°C for
longer-term storage, depending on if they were used for measurements immediately or on a subsequent
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day. Proteins stored at -80°C for subsequent analysis were mixed with glycerol to a final concentration of
10% prior to freezing.
2.2.2

AtTocl59G single tryptophan mutant proteins

Similar to atTocl59G, single tryptophan mutant proteins were expressed using the pET expression
system (Novagen) with the following changes. Protein expression was induced with 2 g/L of The Inducer
(MoleculA, Columbia, Maryland, U.S.A.) and incubated for 16 h at 22°C, shaking at 125 RPM.
Purification protocol for single tryptophan mutant atTocl59G proteins was the same as for wild-type
atTocl59G. Also, purified proteins were dialysed into 400 mL of CD buffer for 3 h prior to circular
dichroism and fluorescence spectroscopy measurements.
2.3

Nucleotide removal by chelating Mg2+ cofactor
Wild-type atTocl59G and atToc33G proteins were treated with both EDTA and Chelex resin

(Bio-rad) in order to chelate Mg2+ ions bound to proteins in an effort to dislodge the nucleotide from the
protein. For EDTA treatments, samples were treated with 100 mM EDTA for 1 hr at 4°C on a rotator
before being applied to Zeba desalt spin columns (Thermo Scientific) as per manufacturer's protocol.
The desalting step served to remove nucleotide, and Mg2+ ions from the protein sample allowing for
controlled introduction of such elements during measurements. Protein eluted from the Zeba column was
used immediately for measurement.
Chelex resin is used for chelating metal ions while making recovery of sample easy. Samples
were treated with 5 g / 100 mL for 3 h at 4°C on a rotator and then spun at 14,000 g for 10 min at 4°C.
Samples were either used immediately for measurement or stored at 4°C with the Chelex resin for a
maximum of 2 days before analysis.
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2.4

Blue Native PAGE
Blue Native PAGE was used to assess protein complexes in their natively folded state. Pre-cast

NativePAGE™ Novex® Bis-Tris gels were purchased from Invitrogen with both 3 - 12% and 4 - 16%
gradients. Gels were run at a constant voltage of 150 mV for 90 minutes. Proteins were fixed with
destain (45% methanol, 45% water, 10% acetic acid) by microwaving on high for 30 seconds and
incubating on a shaker for 30 minutes. Staining was done using Coommassie brilliant blue R-250 and
destained until bands were visible.
2.5

Fluorescence Spectroscopy
Fluorescence spectroscopy was performed using a Cary Eclipse fluorescence spectrophotometer

(Varian, Palo Alto, CA, U.S.A.) with quartz cuvettes with a pathlength of 0.5 cm. Constant slit width (5
nm) for both excitation and emission was used with a scan rate of a 120 nm/min with an interval of 1 nm
and a reading time of 0.5 sec. Excitation wavelength was 295 nm and chamber temperature was held
constant at 22 °C. All spectra had buffer spectra subtracted before comparison and all concentrations and
sample conditions are indicated in figures.
2.6

Circular Dichroism Spectroscopy
Far-UV CD spectra were measured using an Aviv 215 spectropolarimeter (Aviv Biomedical).

Measurements were performed using rectangular quartz cells with 0.1 cm pathlength. AtTocl59G and
atToc33G were measured in concentrations ranging from 2.5 uM to 5 uM as calculated by Bradford assay
(Bradford, 1976). All measurements were done in CD buffer (Section 2.2.1) with added components
where indicated, unless stated otherwise within figures. All samples were incubated at room temperature
for 10 min prior to measurements.

Spectra of samples and buffer were measured with a 0.5 nm/s

scanning speed at 0.5 nm intervals, and are an average of at least eight scans and up to 16. All averaged
spectra were buffer-subtracted using Aviv CDSD software (Aviv biomedical).
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Subsequent analysis

included smoothing and converting to mean residue molar ellipticity using the same software. Spectra
were deconvoluted using the Dichroweb website using CDSSTR algorithms (Whitmore and Wallace
2004; Compton and Johnson 1986). For expected interaction spectra between atTocl59G and atToc33G,
individual spectra were subsequently converted to molar elipticity.
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3. Results
3.1 Homology model of atTocl59G
With the crystal structure of psToc34G and atToc33G recently elucidated in multiple nucleotide
loading states, the utility of creating a homology model for atTocl59G was appropriate (Sun et al., 2002;
Yeh et al., 2007; Koenig et al., 2008). Using SWISS-MODEL from the Swiss institute for bioinformatics
(http://swissmodel.expasy.org/), a homology model was generated based on the forced alignment with the
atToc33G crystal structure (PDB 3BB3; Kiefer et al., 2009). The purpose of creating this homology
model was to allow for comparisons of tryptophan microenvironments within 3-D space. Figure 11
shows both the 3D model of atToc33G (3BB3) and the homology model of atTocl59G and their
tryptophan locations (green). It is clear that two of the tryptophans in atToc33 are conserved in atTocl59
and that these locations are relatively close to the surface of the protein which suggests an expected
emission maxima of ~330nm (Figure 8). The homology model also suggests that atTocl59G contains
-30% a-helix and -20% (3-sheet, which is similar to the structural composition observed for atToc33G
(Koenig et al., 2008). Also, it is noteworthy that tryptophan 229 in atToc33G and the comparable
tryptophan in the atTocl59G homology model (W1056) are close to the polyethylene glycol binding site
observed by Koenig et al. (2008).
3.2 Expression and purification of atTocl59G, atToc33G, and atTocl59G single tryptophan
mutants
Histidine-tagged recombinant proteins were expressed in E. coli and purified using immobilized
metal affinity chromatography (IMAC) for fluorescence and CD spectroscopy studies. Optimization of
expression and purification conditions resulted in the effective purification of highly pure recombinant
proteins as evidenced by the lack of higher or lower molecular weight bands in the elution fractions
(Figure 12 and 13; lanes 8-13). AtTocl59G wild-type and single tryptophan mutants are approximately
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Figure 11. Crystal structure of the G-domain of atToc33 and homology model of atTocl59G. Crystal
structure of atToc33G (A; PDB 3BB3; Koenig et al., 2008) and homology model of atTocl59G (B; Swiss
model; Keifer et al., 2009) show significant amounts of similarity in overall structure as well as
comparable tryptophan locations. Tryptophan locations are shown in green and labeled with residue
position relative to the full length protein. N- and C-termini are also labeled. 3D models were generated
using YASARA modeling software.
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Figure 12. 12% SDS-PAGE of expression and purification of recombinant proteins atTocl59G and
atToc33G. (A) Purification of atTocl59G (-42 kDa). Lane 1, molecular weight ladder; lane 2, soluble
protein fraction, lane 3 pellet, lane 4 IMAC flowthrough, lane 5 BB wash, lane 6 WB wash, lane 7 NaP
wash and lanes 8-13 are elution fractions 1-6. (B) Purification of atToc33G (-29 kDa) with same lane
assignments as (A). Thirty uL of sample was loaded in each lane.
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Figure 13. 12% SDS-PAGE of atTocl59G single tryptophan mutants. (A) Purification of atTocl59G
W973F (-42 kDa). Lane 1, molecular weight ladder; lane 2 soluble protein fraction; lane 3 pellet, lane 4
IMAC flowthrough, lane 5 BB wash, lane 6 WB wash, lane 7 NaP wash and lanes 8-13 are elution
fractions 1-6. (B) Purification of atTocl59G W1056F (-42 kDa) with same lane assignments as (A).
Thirty uL of sample was loaded in each lane.
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42 kDa and atToc33G is approximately 29 kDa; their migration distances on SDS-PAGE gels are
consistent with these molecular weights (Figs. 12 & 13). Unexpectedly, expression conditions for single
tryptophan mutants required significant changes to the expression protocol when compared to wild-type
proteins in order to optimize the amount of soluble protein harvested during purification. Preliminary
results using IPTG induction resulted in expression; however, only as inclusion bodies within the E. coli
(data not shown). An alternative inducing agent called The Inducer (MoleculA, Columbia, Maryland,
U.S.A.), which provides a lower affinity interaction than IPTG with the promoter, was used to induce
expression of the mutants; this paired with lower induction temperatures, increased induction times, and
lower shaking speeds allowed for the production of soluble proteins in relatively high yields (Figure 13;
See Section 2.2.2).
3.3

Structure of wild-type atTocl59G and atToc33G and their interaction
Circular dichroism (CD) and fluorescence (FL) spectroscopy were used to observe the structural

characteristics of recombinantly produced atTocl59G and atToc33G. Results indicate that atTocl59G
contains about 25% a-helix and 23% P-sheet whereas atToc33G contains 47% a-helix and 11% [3-sheet
when deconvoluted using Dichroweb (Figure 14A; Whitmore and Wallace 2004). As compared to recent
crystal structures generated for atToc33G, similar secondary structure characteristics can be observed
from the CD deconvolution data; however, since no structural data has been reported for atTocl59G only
comparison to the homology model can be made (PDB 3BB3; Koenig et al., 2008). The homology model
of atTocl59G predicts -30% a-helix and -20% P-sheet which are comparable to the data derived from
deconvolution giving confidence to both the homology model as well as the folded state of the
recombinant protein.

FL emission spectra identify slightly different tryptophan environments for

atTocl59G and atToc33G as revealed by the Xmax for each protein (Figure 14B; 159G ^max = 330nm; 33G
Xn,ax = 325nm). However, these differences are likely to be a result, at least in part, of atToc33G having
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Figure 14. CD and Fluorescence spectra of atTocl59G (5 uM) and atToc33G (5 uM) at 20°C and pH
7.5. (A) CD spectra shows that atTocl59G and atToc33G both have secondary structures containing
both a-helix and P-sheet as is expected based on previous crystal structures of atToc33G (Koenig et al.,
2008). (B) Tryptophan fluorescence shown for both wild-type proteins is typical for residues located on
the interior of the secondary structure of the protein (Lakowicz, 2006). Note that atTocl59G contains two
tryptophan residues while atToc33G contains three.
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three tryptophan residues as compared to two for atTocl59G; thus, the overall tryptophan environments
for these proteins are not expected to be exactly the same. Nonetheless, the blue shifted emission
intensity maxima of each protein may be a result of the location of the tryptophan residues within the
tertiary structure of each protein as shown in 3-D models (Figure 11).
Blue native PAGE (BN-PAGE) shows proteins resolved on a gel in their natively folded
(oligomeric, if applicable) state (Schagger and von Jagow, 1991). Previous observations of homodimer
formation of atToc33G in vitro are in agreement with analysis of the protein using BN-PAGE, which
shows the presence of both monomer and dimer (Figure 15; Yeh et al., 2007). AtToc33G and atTocl59G
resolved using BN-PAGE indicate the presence of both monomeric and homodimeric forms of the
proteins with approximately a 3:1 monomendimer ratio for atToc33G and a 2:1 ratio for atTocl59G as
calculated using ImageJ software (appendix 2; NIH; Abramoff et al., 2004). These results support
previous findings using gel filtration which observed recombinant atToc33G in a predominantly
monomer state (Yeh et al., 2007).
Early objectives of the current project focused on investigating the interactions between the Gdomains of Tocl59 and Toc34 gene families. Mixing the proteins together and assessing spectral changes
was expected to give information of interaction events and thus proteins were mixed in a 1:1 dilution.
Interaction events can cause changes to the overall CD spectra as structural/conformational changes often
occur during such events (Kelly and Price, 2000).

In the event of no interaction, the addition of

individual spectra would be expected to give a similar result as that observed experimentally. Similarly,
FL gives information about the microenvironment of tryptophan and changes to such environments can
result in changes in the emission spectra and may be indicative of an interaction event (Lakowicz, 2006).
Again, no interaction between proteins would result in a spectra similar to the addition of the emission
spectra of each individual protein.

Figure 16 shows the experimental and expected spectra for the

interaction between atTocl59G and atToc33G for both CD (A) and FL (B) data. CD results (Figure 16A)
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Figure 15. Blue native PAGE of wild-type atToc33G and wild type and mutant atTocl59G. Each
individual protein was run in its native state allowing identification of monomers and homodimers. The
atTocl59G W1056F protein shows multiple bands possibly due to the formation of higher order
oligomers or aggregates.
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Figure 16. CD and fluorescence spectra showing atToc 15 9G and atToc3 3 G interaction. (A) Wild-type
CD spectra as well as experimental and expected interaction spectra are shown. Overall shape of the
interaction spectra remains similar to expected results however significant changes to intensity resulted.
(B)

Fluorescence spectra show similar results to CD data identifying a common A^ax between

experimental and expected results with changes only in intensity. Results indicate an interaction between
the proteins can be observed.
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reveal a change in intensity when compared to the expected spectra potentially identifying an interaction
event. Similar results are shown by FL (Figure 16B) showing a lower intensity than that expected if no
interaction again revealing an interaction event between atTocl59G and atToc33G. Confirmation of the
interaction was visualized using BN-PAGE. Increasing amounts of either atTocl59G or atToc33G added
to their counterpart shows an increase in heterodimer formation (Figure 17). In the case of 5 |iM of each
atTocl59G and atToc33G, the BN-PAGE gel shows a band located between the homodimer bands for
each protein.

This intermediate-sized band is indicative of, the atTocl59G-atToc33G heterodimer.

However, when compared to the total intensity of all bands in the sample, the heterodimer accounts for
only 4.5% (appendix 2; value estimated using ImageJ) of the total load, which may partially explain the
difficulty in detecting this interaction experimentally.
3.4

Structure of atTocl59G single tryptophan mutants
Mutants can often give information about the importance of a given residue for generating

structure necessary for function. For example, the atToc33G R130A mutation shows a loss in dimer
formation which has been reported to result in a decrease in GTP hydrolysis, however, more recent results
dispute this loss in hydrolytic activity indicating the mutation's role in dimer formation only (Yeh et al.,
2007; Koenig et al., 2008b; Lee et al., 2009). The W1056F and W973F mutations were characterized
structurally in this study using CD and FL as well as with BN-PAGE. For atTocl59G W973F the results
show no changes to monomer/dimer proportions with respect to wild-type when observed using BNPAGE (Figure 15). Significant changes in fluorescence emission intensity were, however, observed as
was as a shift in \nax towards 350 nm due to the removal of tryptophan 973 (Figure 18B). Significant
changes to CD spectra reveal a major loss in a-helical structure from 25% to 4% and a loss of P-sheet
from 23% to 15% when deconvoluted using dichroweb (Figure 18A). This loss in structure of atTocl59G
W973F corresponds to a significant loss in dimer formation.

As indicated by BN-PAGE, the

monmendimer ratio changed from 3:1 to 7:1 when calculated using ImageJ (Figure 15; appendix 2).
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atTOC159G(jiM) 5 5 5 5 5 5

0 1 2 3 4 5

Figure 17. Analysis of the interaction between atTocl59G and atToc33G using BN-PAGE. Wild-type
atTocl59G and atToc33G were mixed with increasing amounts of the other ranging from 0 - 5 uM.
Monomers of atTocl59G and atToc33G are seen at (b) 42 kDa and (a) 29 kDa, respectively, and
homodimers are seen running at (d) 150 kDa (159G) and (c) 70 kDa (33G), respectively. Note that the
migration behaviour of proteins in BN-PAGE gels is highly dependent on tertiary structure and can result
in inaccurate molecular weight estimations (Gallagher, 1995). The formation of a heterodimer is also
seen in lanes with 5 uM of both proteins (e).
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Figure 18. CD and Fluorescence spectra of atTocl59G single tryptophan mutants (5 uM) at 20°C and
pH 7.5. (A) Comparison of the spectra of wild-type and mutant proteins reveals major structural changes
as a result of mutations. (B) Tryptophan fluorescence shows a decrease in intensity for both mutants due
to the loss of one tryptophan. The W973F mutation appears to cause a significant loss of structure
resulting in a major loss in fluorescent intensity as well as a shift in A^^ towards higher wavelengths
possibly due to the formation of aggregates. The W1056F mutant maintains a predominantly a-helical
structure with some P-sheet and similar A™^ when compared to wild-type atTocl59G.
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Collectively, the data suggest that the W973F mutation causes significant changes to the atTocl59 Gdomain, which may render the protein inactive. The atTocl59G W1056F mutation also results in major
structural changes observed by BN-PAGE, CD, and FL (Figure 15 and Figure 18). A shift in structure
from 25% to 44% a-helix and 23% to 11% P-sheet identifies a gain in secondary structure and the
possibility of aggregation of the protein is revealed by BN-PAGE (i.e. appearance of higher-order
oligomers) (Fig. 15). The fluorescence spectra show a loss of intensity resulting from the removal of a
tryptophan residue. The formation of monomers, dimers, and multimers observed in the BN-PAGE
supports the idea of aggregate formation indicating the importance of tryptophan 1056 for structure.
Tryptophan 1056 is also shown to reside close to the putative transit peptide binding site observed by
Koenig et al. (2008), possibly revealing its requirement for structure suitable for binding to transit
peptides or other Toe proteins.
3.5

EDTA and Chelex treatment of wild-type proteins atTocl59G and atToc33G
Nucleotide binding proteins are known to have essential cofactors such as Mg2+ required for

nucleotide binding and guanine nucleotide exchange (Zhang et al., 2000). In the case of the TocGTPases, cofactors are essential for the binding of GTP and GDP. Recent crystal structure evidence
reveals that divalent Mg ions are present in all nucleotide loading states for Toc34 proteins in both Pisum
sativum and Arabidopsis thaliana (Sun et al., 2002; Yeh et al., 2007; Koenig et al., 2008). If Mg2+ is a
requirement for nucleotide binding, then treatment with chelating agents like ethylenediaminetetraacetic
acid (EDTA) and Chelex should help dislodge nucleotides from GTP-binding proteins by chelating the
ionic cofactor allowing for assessment of structural changes as a result of no bound nucleotide. CD, FL,
and BN-PAGE were used to assess the structural changes that resulted from treatment of Tocl59G and
and Toc33G with chelating agents EDTA and Chelex. Treatment of atTocl59G and atToc33G with
EDTA resulted in significant structural changes for both proteins that are apparently irreversible with the
addition of nucleotide and Mg 2+ , as observed by CD (Figure 19 A and C). Major losses in fluorescence
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Figure 19. EDTA treatment of 5 uM atTocl59G and atToc33G. AtToc33G (A) and atTocl59G (C) CD
spectra after treatment with EDTA and the addition of 5 uM Mg2+ and increasing amounts of GTP added
back in. (B) and (D) represent the corresponding fluorescence spectra (Ex = 295nm) for both atToc33G
and atToc!59G, respectively.
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intensity were also observed for treated proteins despite the re-addition of Mg + and GTP back to the
proteins, and are also indicative of structural changes (Figure 19 B and D). Due to its ability to interact
with divalent cations, EDTA has the potential to maintain low-affinity bonds with proteins (Cui et al.,
1994). It was expected that passing the EDTA-treated proteins over a desalting column would eliminate
the free Mg2+, nucleotide, and EDTA from the solution; however, bound EDTA is suspected to have been
carried through the column with the protein. Structural changes during reintroduction of nucleotide and
cofactor may then have been fruitless as the protein-bound EDTA would be available to chelate the added
Mg2+ needed for nucleotide binding. An alternative to EDTA that does not bind to proteins and is
therefore easier to remove was used to confirm the observations made on the EDTA-treated proteins.
Such an alternative is Chelex resin.
Chelex resin is produced solely by Bio-Rad and allows for simple and efficient chelation of ions
with a high capacity resin. The resin also simplifies the recovery of sample and lowers the overall time
spent preparing proteins. Again CD, FL, and BN-PAGE were used to assess the structural changes that
resulted from treatment of atTocl59G and atToc33G with Chelex resin. The results indicate that the
treatment with Chelex resin achieved similar results when compared to the EDTA-treated proteins for
both CD and FL with respect to the effect of chelating agents on atTocl59G and atToc33G (Figure 19 and
Figure 20). Such structural losses of each protein as observed by CD show the necessity of bound
nucleotide for maintaining structure (Figure 20A). Similarly, the loss of fluorescence intensity for both
atTocl59G and atToc33G was observed; however, the degree of loss of intensity was less when compared
to EDTA treatment (Figure 20B). BN-PAGE of chelex-treated proteins also reveals a loss of dimer
formation, shifting the monomendimer ratio from 3:1 to approximately 10:1 when compared to untreated
wild-type proteins (appendix 2; Figure 21).
After characterizing the structural changes that occur during chelex treatment, nucleotide and
Mg + cofactor were reintroduced in an attempt to reform a similar structure to untreated proteins. Results
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Figure 20. CD and FL spectra of 2.5 (iM wild-type and chelex treated atTocl59G and atToc33G. CD
spectra (A) and FL emission spectra (Ex = 295 nm; B) for atTocl59G and atToc33G treated with
chelating agent Chelex resin. Untreated protein spectra are shown with solid lines and treated protein
spectra are shown with dashed (atToc33G) and dotted (atTocl59G) lines.
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Figure 21. BN-PAGE of Chelex-treated atTocl59G and atToc33G. Chelex treated atToc 15 9G (Lanes 17) and atToc33G (Lanes 9-14) proteins with increasing amounts of Mg2+ added. Lane 1/9, untreated
protein; lane 2/10, chelex treated protein; lane 3/11, chelex treated protein with 1 uM Mg2+; lane 4/12,
chelex treated protein with 2 uM Mg2+; lane 5/13, chelex treated protein with 4 uM Mg2+; lane 6/14,
chelex treated protein with 8 uM Mg2+; lane 7/15, chelex treated protein with 10 uM Mg2+. Lane 8 is
empty.
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show that chelex-treated atToc33G is unable to reform structure in the presence of nucleotide and Mg
indicating the necessity for a constant nucleotide loaded state, at least in vitro. CD and FL data for
atToc33G shows that chelex treatment results in structural changes, and that the addition of Mg2+, GDP,
or GTP does not elicit any structural changes or changes to fluorescence emission spectra (Figure 22).
More specifically, there is no change towards pre-treated protein behaviour with respect to fluorescence
intensity and CD signal intensity. The further decrease in fluorescence emission intensity observed
during the addition of nucleotide is likely a result of the absorption of the nucleotide itself (data not
shown). AtTocl59G FL and CD results reveal similar data as with atToc33G where no change was
observed upon the addition of Mg2+, GDP, or GTP to Chelex-treated protein (Figure 23). In one instance,
the addition of Mg2+ and GTP did elicit a structural change towards wild-type (data not shown), however,
such data has not been confirmed at this time.
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Figure 22. Effects of Mg

and nucleotide on Chelex-treated atToc33G. (A) Far UV CD spectra of 2.5

uM atToc33G pre- and post- chelex treatment as well as the addition of Mg2+, GDP, and GTP to chelex
treated proteins. (B) FL emission spectra (Ex = 295 nm) for atToc33G with same treatments as A.
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Figure 23. Effects of Mg2+ and nucleotide on Chelex-treated atTocl59G. (A) Far UV CD spectra of 2.5
uM atTocl59G pre- and post- chelex treatment as well as the addition of Mg2+, GDP, and GTP to chelex
treated proteins. (B) FL emission spectra (Ex = 295 nm) for atTocl59G with same treatments as A.
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4. Discussion
The primary objectives of the current research were to investigate the interaction between
atTocl59G and atToc33G using biophysical and molecular techniques. Specific aims were to use FL,
CD, and BN-PAGE to characterize the occurrence of both homodimeric and heterodimeric structures. It
was also intended to characterize a series of single tryptophan mutants of atTocl59G to assess their utility
in such studies. Chelating agents were also used in an attempt to promote the formation of monomers,
with the hope of subsequently promoting the formation of heterodimers. Results indicate the formation of
both homodimeric and heterodimeric structures, as well as major structural changes as a result of
tryptophan mutations. How these data contribute to the current research regarding chloroplast protein
translocation is discussed below.
4.1 Homodimerization of atToc33G and atTocl59G
One aim of this study was to investigate the occurrence of homodimers of both atTocl59G and
atToc33G. The overall secondary structure of purified recombinant proteins, as observed in this study
using far-UV CD, agrees with previous findings for atToc33G (Koenig et al., 2008) and the homology
model for atTocl 59G (Figure 11), establishing credibility of the recombinantly produced proteins;
however, functional assays were not done to more definitively confirm proper protein folding. In the
current study, it has been demonstrated that both atTocl59G and atToc33G exist in a predominantly
monomeric state as shown by BN-PAGE (Figure 15, Appendix 2), which is consistent with previous
reports (Yeh et al., 2007; Reddick et al., 2007). It has also been shown that the monomer/dimer ratio for
pea Toc34 is concentration dependent and is shifted towards the dimer at concentrations higher than 12.5
uM (Reddick et al., 2007). Thus, it should be noted that proteins were analyzed at concentrations of
approiximately 5 uM, and that the lack of concentration-dependent studies are a limitation of the current
research. The dominant monomeric conformation of both atTocl 59G (-66%) and atToc33G (-75%)
observed in the current study may be attributed to the equilibrium established by each individual protein
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at concentrations of 5 uM (Appendix 2). This equilibrium may reflect the protein pool in which adequate
'free' or monomeric protein is available for association with other Toe components in and around the time
of translocation. It is not known whether transit peptides associate with Toe GTPases in either the
monomeric or dimeric form. It has been proposed that homodimeric structures play a role in recognition
of transit peptides but this has not been confirmed (Li et al., 2007). It is plausible that this high
proportion of monomeric protein has a greater potential to interact with transit peptides in preparation for
a translocation event. This increased pool of monomeric protein may increase the efficiency of transit
peptide-Toc protein interactions, which may be necessary for the efficient formation of Tic/Toe
supercomplexes (Chen and Li, 2007). The concentration-dependent dimerization observed by Reddick et
al. (2007) may also be relevant as localized protein concentrations close to the sites of complex formation
may promote dimerization while monomeric forms maintain wide spread coverage of the chloroplast
OEM in order to interact with transit peptides.
Secondly, and possibly more intriguing, homodimers exist for both atTocl59G and atToc33G.
Recent crystal structures, native gel electrophoresis and gel filtration studies have shown the homodimeric
structure of atToc33G and propose its importance during protein translocation into chloroplasts and
effects on GTP hydrolysis rates (Sun et al., 2002; Weibel et al., 2003; Li et al., 2007; Yeh et al., 2007;
Koenig et al., 2008; Agne et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2009). Original investigations proposed that the dimer
partner acted as a coGAP for GTP hydrolysis; however, more recent data shows that changes to
hydrolysis rates are not suggestive of any coGAP functionality and maintain that homodimerization may
either require a third protein to act as the coGAP or that it is the monomeric state that is required for
functional translocation (Koenig et al., 2008b). Current data shows a significant proportion of both
atTocl59G and atToc33G are present as homodimers in solution, and remain as such when they are
mixed, rather than reorganizing into heterodimers (Figure 17). However, it should be noted that no
concentration-dependent experiments were attempted and is a known limitation to the current research.
Treatments with Chelex significantly shifted the monomendimer ratio further toward the monomeric
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state, suggesting the need for nucleotide and Mg

+

for dimer formation (Figure 21; Appendix 2). Also,

stoichiometric studies have all agreed that there is only one Tocl59 protein present in Toe complexes
(Kikuchi et al, 2006, Schleiff et al., 2003; & Vojta et al., 2004). Current data shows a significant
proportion of recombinant atTocl59G exists as a dimer, suggesting that there may be some role atTocl59
homodimerization plays in and around translocation. However, it is not clear whether atTocl59
homodimerization occurs prior to Toe complex formation and may only contribute during transit peptide
binding or nucleotide exchange. Another possibility is that the production of recombinant atTocl59G
produces homodimers as a result of the purification process; however, this factor should then be a
consideration in interpreting all in vitro interaction data for Toc34 as well. Nonetheless, the in vivo
conformation of both Tocl59 and Toc34 protein monomers and their roles in translocation as well as
evidence for homodimeric importance still remains to be fully explained for both atToc33G and
atTocl59G.
4.2 Heterodimer formation is an uncommon event in vitro
The interaction between the Tocl59 and Toc34 gene families has been previously observed and
has been shown to be mediated by the GTP-binding domains of each protein (Smith et al., 2002).
Currently, the formation of heterodimers has been observed using BN-PAGE as well as FL and CD for
the first time (Figures 16 & 17). The formation of stable heterodimeric structures between atTocl59G
and atToc33G has important implications for current hypotheses. All current models for translocation
include the interaction between Tocl59 and Toc34 gene families including preferential interactions
between members of each gene family producing functionally distinct Toe complexes. It has also been
previously thought that the formation of heterodimers is a transient state in vivo and cannot be quantified
(Li et al., 2007); however, recent studies and current observations show a stable formation of
heterodimers produced from atTocl59G and atToc33G both in vivo and in vitro (Rahim et al., 2008,
Figure 17). The importance of homodimeric interactions has also been shown in vivo using atToc33
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knockout mutants where complementation with atToc33 mutants unable to form homodimers inhibits the
rate of translocation but not the affinity of preproteins for Toe receptors (Lee et al., 2009). This data
contributes to the notion that the formation of heterodimers between atTocl59 and atToc33 is important
for translocation. Currently, it has been shown by BN-PAGE that the interaction between atTocl59G and
atToc33G at 5 uM is only observed as approximately 4.5% of the total protein load consistent with
previous findings (Appendix 2; Smith et al., 2002). Also, the interaction appears to be detectable using
FL and CD; however, differences are minimal, possibly due to the low levels of heterodimer formation.
Previous research revealed an overall stoichiometry of approximately 1:3:3 for Tocl59:Toc75:Toc33 of
the Toe complex (Kikuchi et al., 2006). In the current study, the G-domains of both atTocl59G and
atToc33G did not show any signs of higher order oligomers when analysed individually (Figure 15),
however, a single band showing a complex larger than that of the homodimer for atTocl59G when
proteins were mixed may reveal an interaction of a combination of multiple atTocl59G's and atToc33G's
(Figure 17). This may be an indication of multiple interactions between atTocl59G and atToc33G
responsible for the observed complex sizes in previous studies (Kikuchi et al., 2006). To remain
consistent with proposed stoichiometries, it is hypothesized that a single atTocl59G may interact with up
to four atToc33G's to form the complexes observed using BN-PAGE. It is also assumed by this data that
the G-domains of atTocl59 and atToc33 play an important role in Toe complex assembly. Confirmation
of previous observations for heterodimer formation is needed as interactions may also involve other
domains, such as the A-domain of atTocl59 or the TM-domains of the Toc34 proteins. Studies utilizing
two-dimensional gel electrophoresis may be effective in identifying other interactions between Toe
proteins as initial native PAGE would maintain the interactions between proteins and secondary SDSPAGE would identify individual components of the interaction.
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4.3 AtTocl59G tryptophan mutations
As a secondary objective, two single tryptophan mutants of atTocl59G were generated in an
attempt to increase the sensitivity of the fluorescence spectroscopic assays by limiting the number of
tryptophan residues present. The recombinant proteins produced by the single tryptophan mutants
revealed major structural changes as observed by CD spectroscopy making them inappropriate for
interaction studies with atToc33G. Protein structure is essential for function and it has been demonstrated
previously and in the current study that even changing a single residue can alter the structure of a protein
significantly resulting in a loss of function (Petsko and Ringe, 2006). Modeling of atTocl59G using
SWISS-MODEL allowed for the identification of predicted tryptophan locations within the 3D structure
of the protein. AtTocl 59G tryptophan mutant W973F results in a protein with significant losses in
secondary structure and a loss of fluorescence intensity. Modeling predicted that this residue exists away
from the putative transit peptide binding site and near the surface of the protein. Potentially, changes to
the residue may indirectly modify the nucleotide binding site making it unable to bind nucleotide. Similar
structural changes are seen for both EDTA-treated and Chelex-treated atTocl59G suggesting that the
W973F mutation may result in an inability of the protein to bind Mg and nucleotide. The W1056F
mutation reveals an opposite effect with respect to secondary structure when compared to the W973F
mutation. A marked increase in secondary structure is observed with only a moderate loss of
fluorescence intensity consistent with removal of a single tryptophan (Fig. 18). The tryptophan W1056F
mutation results in an increase in a-helical content (25% ->44%) and a decrease in (3-sheet (23% -^ 11%)
which may be indicative of changes to the central (3-basket which results in the a-helical content increase.
Also, results indicate that higher order oligomers occur upon mutation of W1056, which appears to be a
result of changes to the surface of the protein in which an alternative protein-protein interaction site
arises. Structural changes to the protein may not be significant as the fluorescence data indicates a similar
tryptophan environment for both WT and W1056F atTocl59G's. It is hypothesized that W1056F, which
is located in the putative transit peptide binding site proposed by Koenig et al. (2008), may act to help
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regulate the protein-protein interactions within the binding site and the current mutation has resulted in a
loss of such regulation.
4.4 Future investigations
It has been shown that the interaction between atTocl59G and atToc33G can be visualized using
native gel electrophoresis; however, the proportion of proteins which exist in the heterodimeric
interaction is low and difficult to quantify. Attempts to shift the proportions of monomer and dimer in an
effort to subsequently promote heterodimer formation proved difficult as nucleotide removal irreversibly
modified the structure of proteins. Novel techniques for promoting the detection of heterodimer
formation would prove valuable to extending current data. Previous research has identified the formation
of structurally distinct and functionally distinct Toe complexes (Ivanova, et al., 2004; Kubis et al., 2004;
Smith et al., 2004). Developing a technique that would allow for the quantification of heterodimeric
interactions would prove invaluable for the testing of current hypotheses. Techniques such as coexpression in E. coli, yeast two-hybrid and fluorescence resonance energy transfer may provide insight
into the interaction between Tocl59 and Toc34 gene family members.
Complex protein interactions can often be difficult to assess due to a variety of reasons.
Limitations exist on purifying stable proteins, ensuring the recombinant proteins are similarly folded to in
vivo conformations, as well as interaction with cofactors such as chaperones and nucleotide exchange
factors do not always occur in recombinant systems. Often it is the case, as in the current study, that only
a specific domain of a protein is used to assess the interaction potential which may pose limitations to the
interactions observed if other domains possess regulatory or direct roles in interaction events.
Specifically, the absence of such elements as the A- and M-domains of at Toe 159 and atToc33, the
translocation channel Toc75, the membrane itself, as well as any transit peptides are potentially important
elements for adequately characterising the interactions between atTocl59 and atToc33. Tocl59 and
Toc34 gene families have been shown to interact but the ability to quantify the heterodimeric interaction
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remains difficult possibly due to the absence of such components found only in planta. The development
of techniques for testing these proteins in the presence of known interacting factors may also assist in
illuminating the formation of Toe complexes.
4.5 Integrating chloroplast protein translocation into the biological sciences
Protein translocation into chloroplasts is a dynamic and complex process. Properly functioning
protein translocons are important for the growth and development of all organisms at the cellular level.
For example, the secretory pathway, protein import into mitochondria, as well as protein import into
chloroplasts all are essential for the proper functioning and maintenance of cells and higher organism
growth. More specifically, protein import into chloroplasts is essential for organelle identity. As
discussed earlier, the protein complement of plastids enables the ability of plastids to interconvert
between types. Thus the translocation machinery present in different plastid types is necessary for
specific tissue development and function within plants. An understanding of how the different
components of the import apparatus (e.g. Tocl59 and Toc34) interact with one another should provide
some insight into how the processes of protein import and plastid differentiation are linked. Proper
development of plants is crucial as they are a vital component of life on earth, acting as a food source for
countless species, and are capable of performing vital ecological processes such as photosynthesis. Thus,
research invested in understanding the processes undertaken by plants is imperative. Gathering
knowledge from a variety of biological disciplines the investigation regarding the development and
function of the Tic/Toe system has established an ever-changing body of research. Utilizing tools from
evolution (Bruce, 2000), plant and molecular biology (Bauer et al., 2000; Smith et al., 2002), as well as
biochemistry and biophysics (Richardson, 2008) the investigation of protein translocation into
chloroplasts reveals an integrative approach to biology. By gathering information from such sources,
individual players within the translocation process have been predicted using protein function predicting
software, confirmed using techniques such as immunoassays and pull-down assay, and characterized
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using X-ray crystallography and plant knockout (in vivo) phenotypes. The integration of this information
has led to the development of multiple models depicting the events of translocation. Although not one
research group has been responsible for all variety of research, the integration of such information has
allowed for significant advances in our understanding of protein translocation into chloroplasts.
Implementing the knowledge of plant physiology has also become an increasingly dominant field of
research. The advent of the biotechnology industry generated interest in understanding plant processes
for the purpose of generating stronger, more efficient plants. The integration of knowledge and
information from a variety of areas of biology and research interests, including protein import into
chloroplasts, is no doubt a valuable asset to the generation of sustainable crops.
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5. Conclusions
It has been demonstrated in the current study that the interaction between atTocl59G and
atToc33G can be seen as a stable heterodimeric structure when observed using BN-PAGE. The
interaction between proteins has also been detected by observing changes to CD and FL spectra. The
existence of homodimeric structures for both atTocl59G and atToc33G have also been shown which,
until recently were not considered in translocation models. Recently, a model has been proposed
identifying the role of homodimers in translocation and current structural data gives no reason to reject
such a hypothesis (Li et al., 2007). Observations identifying a higher order oligomer during atTocl59G
and atToc33G mixing has been hypothesized to reflect the interaction of atTocl59G with multiple copies
of atToc33G as suggested by stoichiometric studies of Toe complex composition. The generation of two
single tryptophan mutants of atTocl59G resulted in significant structural changes, which reveal the
importance of W973F for indirectly maintaining the nucleotide binding domain and W1056F for its
potential in regulating protein-protein interactions via the putative transit peptide binding site. Attempts
to shift the monomendimer ratio using chelating agents EDTA and Chelex show the necessity of bound
nucleotide to maintain a functional folded state. Irreversible changes to the structure of both atTocl59G
and atToc33G as a result of nucleotide loss were observed using CD and BN-PAGE revealing a
significant shift towards monomer of up to 8-fold.
Further investigations should focus on utilizing and developing techniques which allow for the
quantification of heterodimeric structures to assess the previous hypotheses about the formation of
functionally distinct Toe complexes. Further investigations into the formation of homodimeric structures
focused on elucidating their importance in Toe complex formation would also be of value.
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Appendix 1: Primers for generating single tryptophan mutants of atToc!59G using PCR
Primer Set

Purpose of Primer Set

Sequence

Generate the 5' fragment
incorporating a 5' Ncol restriction
site and the W973F mutation
atTocl59G
W973F
Generate the 3' fragment
incorporating a 3' Xhol restriction
site and the W973F mutation

atTocl59G full
length

Generate full length atTocl59G
mutant while maintaining the
Ncol and Xhol restriction sites

Generate the 5' fragment
incorporating a 5' Ncol restriction
site and the W1056F mutation
atTocl59G
W1056F
Generate the 3' fragment
incorporating a 3' Xhol restriction
site and the W1056F mutation
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GATACCATGGCTACATCTCAGGATG

AS

TAGCGTTTTTAAATATGGATGTACC
GGTACATCCATATTTAAAAACGCTA

AS

GTGGTGCTCGAGTCGGAAACCAAAT
GATACCATGGCTACATCTCAGGATG

AS

GTGGTGCTCGAGTCGGAAACCAAAT

GATACCATGGCTACATCTCAGGATG
AS

GCTGAGATCTAAAAGTTTGGCCATT
AATGGCCAAACTTTTAGATCTCAGC

AS

GTGGTGCTCGAGTCGGAAACCAAAT

Appendix 2: Calculation of monomer: dimer ratio for BN-PAGE using ImageJ.
Wild-type proteins
atTocl59G

atToc33G
atTocl59 with
atToc33G

Intensity of dimer

3679

Intensity of monomer

8584

Intensity of dimer

2741

Intensity of monomer

8667

Intensity of heterodimer

669

Intensity of remaining bands

4887

atToc!59G mutants
atTocl59G W973F

atToc33G W1056F

Intensity of dimer

876

Intensity of monomer

5557

Intensity of dimer

2974

Intensity of monomer

9854

Chelex treated proteins
atTocl59G

atToc33G

Intensity of dimer

609

Intensity of monomer

4887

Intensity of dimer

554

Intensity of monomer

12687
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Total Intensity

Proportion Dimer

Monomer : Dimer

12264

30.01

2: 1

11408

24.03

3: 1

14479

4.62

N/A

Total Intensity

Proportion Dimer

Monomer : Dimer

6433

13.62

7: 1

12801

23.02

3 :1

Total Intensity

Proportion Dimer

Monomer: Dimer

5496

11.09

9:1

13242

4.19

24: 1

